
ZINDOGA VILLA
An Extraordinary African Experience

Aptly named The Zindoga Villa, this unit is named after the first male born to the herd in 2007, and means “On Its Own”. The Zindoga 
Villa is Camp Jabulani’s most recent addition (November 2009), and has been designed for the guest who refers the more exclusive 
touch, for the smaller group, or for the family traveller with younger children. The Villa is a mammoth 424m², with an additional 
225m² of wooden decking overlooking the wild African bush. A completely self-contained facility, the Zindoga Vila is a palatial replica 
of Camp Jabulani’s style and elemental premise.

Two individual suites are connected by a joint lounge and dining area. Each unit has a massive bedroom with bathroom en-suite 
(including glass enclosed shower), expansive wooden deck, and a private heated plunge pool. One of the suites also has a charming 
twin room, with private bathroom, for two children sharing. A third child may be accommodated in the suites adjoining lounge area 
where a day bed is converted into a comfortable single bed. The two suites are separated by an interleading door.

The Zindoga Villa has wireless internet connectivity throughout for those who need to be connected to business or home, and is 
serviced by its own dedicated team - including ranger (and private vehicle), chef and butler. Elegance, grand open spaces, luxurious 
finishes, and a harmonious union with African wild are the order of the day.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE VILLA



Limpopo Suite
Floor Plan 109m²

Klaserie Suite
Floor Plan 110m²

Mambo
50m² in total

Living Areas 155m²

ZINDOGA VILLA FLOOR PLAN



LIMPOPO SUITE

KLASERIE SUITE

MAMBO FOR KIDS

LIVING AREA

DINING AND SPLASH POOL



• Dung throwing
• Orienteering (learning to find the way home)
• Basic bush cooking and baking (for those budding chefs!)
• “Tusker” tales (fascinating stories and gigantic tale of elephants)
• Spoor casting (painting etc)
• Make your own African animal T-shirt
• Star-naming (learning about heavens and constellations in the Southern Skies)
• Seeds and pods (learning how even the tallest tree comes from a minute beginning)
• Animal Conservation Initiatives (teaching kids about the importance of conserving our endangered species for the
  enjoyment of generations to come).
• Making Paper (out of recycled elephant dung...)
• Bird watching and identification (feathered friends are just as exciting!)
• Bug catching 
• Mammal behaviour lessons
• Flori-bundance (learning about different plants and their medicinal uses and healing powers)
• Land Rover Orientation ( junior rangers must know the ins and outs of their safari vehicle!)
• Indigenous stories and basic language skills
• Our place in nature

CHILDREN AT CAMP JABULANI

TEAM TUSKER MENU

In recognition of the global growth of the family traveller market, Camp Jabulani now offers a solution to parents travelling with 
younger children. Children of all ages are accepted at The Zindoga Villa. Camp Jabulani prides itself on a dedicated team of 
caregivers for those hours where parents may be enjoying the spa, or relaxing at the plunge pool. Please note, for safety reasons and 
the welfare of our elephants, children under the age of 6 are not able to attend the elephant interactions. For our younger safari 
goers, Camp Jabulani has also implemented a dedicated Children’s Programme,the Team Tusker Club. When it comes to fine dinning 
we make sure our younger guests eat in style. Chefs can specially tailor menus to  "Kiddie Menus", which are sure to appeal to the 
most discerning of junior palates.

The “Team Tusker” Programme caters for safari-goers 6-12 years, and is structured to stimulate and entertain younger guests, as well 
as to allow parents to take a little “time out”. Kids are whisked off into a wildlife wonderland, and are able to participate in any number 
of exciting activities which have been designed with optimum enjoyment in mind (and a lot of exciting learning too!). The Team 
Tusker Programme is always available, maximum two hours per session. Activities dependant on availability of time.



RESERVATIONS
Tel: (+27) 12 460 5605/7348 | Email: reservations@campjabulani.com

R 71 00001/04/2017 - 31/03/2018
R 105 00001/04/2018 - 31/03/2019

Inclusive of:

• Daily activities including elephant interactions (personal orientation and encounters, walks and swimming sessions at the waterhole) * 
  game drives in open safari vehicles and guided bush walks, accompanied by experienced game rangers and expert elephant handlers
• Luxury accommodation in air-conditioned suites, with private plunge pools
• All meals and snacks.Beverages, including spirits and a choice over 40 cellar wines
• Daily laundry service
• A “behind the scenes” exclusive visit to the Hoedspruit Endangered Species Centre
• Return road transfers between Camp Jabulani and Eastgate Airport
• Wireless internet connectivity
• Emergency medical evacuation insurance
• A private game drive vehicle, ranger and chef
• A comprehensive children’s programme

Exclusive of:

• French Champagne and Connoisseur’s Wine Selection
• Massages and beauty treatments
• Additional activities such as hot air ballooning, golf and helicopter excursions (subject to availability)
• Curio Shop purchases
• Any other charges of a personal nature
• Gratuities

Camp Jabulani's Therapy Lapa lies tucked within the dense foliage of the reserve. The Therapy Selection includes body treatments, natural
wraps, skin-care treatments and hand & foot treatments.

An open-aired fitness area provides the perfect backdrop for a workout. A variety of weights,a treadmill, an exercise bike and an exercise
mat provide the necessary equipment for those who are exercise-inclined. A sauna completes the experience.

• Camp Jabulani has set the benchmark for elephant interactions in South Africa. Of utmost importance is the focus on treating 
the elephants with care, respect and consideration (daily interactions are arranged around the elephants, ensuring that their days are 
primarily spent browsing in the natural wild habitat)
• Guests may enjoy elephant interactions and/or game drives in open safari vehicles
• Guests will experience exclusive one-on-one encounters with the Camp Jabulani elephants during walks, their swim-time around
 a waterhole 
• A visit to the Hoedspruit Endangered Species Centre offers a unique interaction with endangered species,while at the same time
contributing to their conservation. Clients are able to adopt a cheetah for a year and in so doing also assist with the upliftment of
impoverished communities in the vicinity
• Hot Air Ballooning may be arranged for a spectacular early morning excursion

RATES

SPA AND GYM FACILITIES

UNIQUE ASPECTS

VALIDITY EXCLUSIVE VILLA PER NIGHT


